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Subject: Measurements of Inlet Flow Distortions in an Axial Flow 
Fan (6- and 9-Bladed Rotor) 
References: See page 18. 
Abstract: 
acknowledgment: 
This memorandum presents the large quantity of experimental 
data obtained in an investigation of inlet flow distortions in 
an axial flow fan. The purpose of the study was to determine 
the effects of design and operating variables and the type 
of distortion on the response of an axial flow turbomachinery 
rotor. This study also provided a broad data base which can 
be used in future research and in the design community. 
Reference [1] includes the background information and the 
overall trends observed in the distortion attenuation and 
unsteady total pressure losses. This memorandum merely 
documents the complete set of experimental data '''ithout 
discussing the results or conclusions. A six-bladed zero 
steady lift rotor and a nine-bladed cambered rotor were 
employed in the experimental program. The steady performance 
and the distortion measurements made with these two test 
rotors are included in this report. 
This work was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration under Research GrantNSG 3031 and 
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Nomenclnture 
blade chord length 
totol pressure loss coeffic:le.nt 
change in total pressure, Plr.e.:~dt-P'rinlct 
incidence angle 
a t\llospheric prosslIre 
static pressure 
total pressure 
totnl pressure loss 
spoce-to-chord ratio 
blade speed at the menn radius 
axial component of veloc:i.t:{ 
c.:i.rcumfere.ntial component of ve.locity 
rudinl component of velocit)' 
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Len: j ~~t) 
c.ircumferential ave.rnge nxial veloc.:lty \J1(~ustrted ~lt 
Loea tion l-D 
s tugger ul'tgle 
mnss density 
flow coefficient, Vx/U 
• ~_ •• (I)C ") )/l,\U,2-
')rcs'surcn.s· e. c.oeJ;fl,":I.Cf't. ·~It' -·['I· ..,.., t " '" '·"~cx'i.t . 'inJ.et 2'-
"refel'S to the exit of: the :t'otor 
re:tersto the. :Lnlet of thn ra tOl: 
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compressors and fans ll7ith improved performance ll7hen operated in an inlet 
distortion and also provide gUidance for conducting future research in the 
areas of distortion attenuation and unsteady Id1ses. Another objective 
of this investigation ll7aS to provide a data base for use in future 
studies. For example, the data can be used to evaluate nell7 theories 
or to modify existing prediction techniques. No discussion of the data 
is included in this report nor are any conclusions dral.,rn, since this 
was done in Reference [1]. 
'1;'he approach taken to measure the response of the blade ro~y 'l7as to 
make detailed circumferential surveys of a distorted inlet flml' upstream 
and downstream of tl170 test rotors. The first rotor used in the study was 
a zero steady lift rotor ll7hich had six uncambered blades (s/c=1.353at 
its mean radius) and 'l7as assembled lvith stagger angles of 35, 45, and 55 
degrees at the mean radius to investigate the effect of. stagger angle on 
the unsteady rotor response. To study the effect of rotor solidity 
(chord-to-space ratio), these data were compared to the data obtained 
by Yocum in Reference [21 using a tll7elve-bladed rotor (sl c=O. 676) • The 
second test rotor used in t:he experiments ,"as a nine-blade~ cambered rotor 
(s/c=O.90) with a fixed stagger angle of 50 degrees. at the mean radius. 
To study the effect of rotor-stator spacing, .'~iight cambered stator 
blades 'vere installed in the facility and measurements were made at the 
meanradlu$ with the stator row located one-half and tl170 blade chord 
lengths downstream of the rotor trailing edge. Also, the effect· of radial 
variations in the flOlI7 field was examined:'\y making circumferential 
surveys at four spaml7ise locations 'other than the mean radius or the blade. 
For both rotors, tests , ... ere conducted at different values of incide.lJce 
:;.~r-· 
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different dis tortion screaM , ... e.rt! tes ted; ehe screens used were one- t 
b",o-, four-, ::itld si~-c.ycle sinusoidal. dis tor tions and 90 ~lIld 180 dugt'ee 
square distot'tions.Five-hole probes in the non-nulling lllode ,,rore used 
to conduct the circ\imft!rentiul flo,,,, surveys. '1~hi!se pt'obes, through their 
culibratioll. cUJ:ves, yield the total pl.'essura~ stutic pressUt'e, and the 
tht'ee veloc1 ty components at each measuremen t loca tion. The surveys ,,,ere 
made in t,,,o-degree inct'elllents. 
Since only typical distottion data I.lre presented in Referance [1], 
ttll of the distortionduta are doc.umentad in this report. The steady 
performance measurements or both rotors ul.'e al~o presented for completeness. 
For the l1teilSurements made l"ith the si~ distol'tion screens, the data presented 
in this repott consist of the dimensioilli:.~ss total pl,~essure, static 
and the local £lO"l" incidence on the blades plotted M U func.tion df the 
c.ircul"fer~ntiul loc.ation for the upstre:anl und dQwnstrentn measuring locations. 
The antil.'eexperilllental pl.'oSl.'um was conducted in ,\ fac.ility referred ~ 
to as the Axial Flow Resc.nrch Fan (AFRV), ,,,hich is locnted in the Ga:l.'field 
l'homus Nal:ur'runnel Buildillg at The Pennsylvania State University. The 
AFRF! ~,,~s desi~tned specifically :f(n~ studying \l\lsteady:f.lo\y phenonmnu :lil 
a~:i.ul :flQt~ tU1;,bomatihinery. 'rhus, the ovel"ull dimensions o:t: thef::tcj,lit~t 
are slifHc.iently lRl.'ge to allow the blades to be i~,stnll1\ented lH1.d flo~", 
StltvCYS to be conduc.ted '~d\th fmv spatial limitntiolls. Figul;e lis a 
., .~:.:' ' . 
. ". ? 
One o1:th(1 impol.'ttmt feutm:~s of the fueili ty to ba noted in Figure 1 ,;.~ 
. 
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tho. lang sectian but"reon thu screeu ~ud the rotar al.lows sufficient time 
smoath velocity prafile of the desired shalle is uttain~d uPSCt'Oi:\11\ of the 
l:OtOl,", The long settling section also isolates the rotor frolU the screen, 
thus eliminating any inte.raction between thu \'otOl.' and the screen, This 
is Vtn:}' i\1\PQrtant since a rotor ,~ill strongly alter tha trpstream flo,,' in 
the ilUlUe.din to. vicini ty of the ra tar. 
An importunt feutllre of the AFRF with regard to this investigution 
is the. ubilit)t af the outur cus:lllg surrounding the roCa,t'-scnto!.' stnge 
to hu rotated freely about the centerl:i.ne af the. fud,lity. This fenturu 
, 
by rigidly iittaching ins trumentn tiao, to the, cnsing. During circumfuront:i.nl 
controlled bt the dnta ucquisitiansystu1\\, 
t 
~md' dawllstremn of ,the stator. By illte.rchnnging sections of differ~nt lengths. 
:rO~,l. Tests with rotor-stntor axial spucings~ rotor trrdl:tng ~dgc to s t;ntc'l'l~ 
are. possible.< Fen: six-inch (15.24 em) cl\On1 hludos l thes,u d imGnsions 
chord le.ngths. 
,£hl;~ LtQ\¥ rate through thet:uc:Uity is coutl;ollo.u ei ther by tha 
, . 
these. two ccnupcmets m .. e. shown in P:tgure. 1. Both the au::dlinry fun nud 





]'iMP,d-" ·"':-~.'c,,:" ~_ 
M @I 
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an axial through flow even if th:e:-~t:est rotor is not~nf?talled. This 
is a feature not found in most fa~ilities, and it'e~ahles t~e distortions 
\-9 I, ,'i .. • _~ - . _ : -- - _ I 
to be measured in the absence of th~ rotorCC• - The auxiliary fan also permits 
test rotors l"ith zero mean blade loading to be te!fte(f~~ A detailed 
description of the AFRFis' presented in Reference [3]. 




,,"'i,' '\ - - ii, 
rotor used was assembled with six .Jblade's and de$?~'gned for zero mean 
loading in an ideal flow. The rotor was desigiledwith this criterion 
, 
primarily to enable accurate comparisons to pe made-with unstelidy 
cascade theor'ies which are usually r~stricted to ze1:io ,or lightly loaded I l_~: " 
_I 
--'-"1--'-', 
blades. blades have no camber, a Cl pro~ile wit;h ten pe'rcent 
, I I " , 




The blades are t,,,isted such that, at the design con~itibn, the incidence is 
zero at all radii and there is a stagger angle of 45 degrees at the mean 
i 
radius. The blades can be rotated ten degrees in' either direction 
, [,_ ~, , ii' .. , 




The second rotor used in this study was a nine-bladed 
rotor with cambered blades and a fixed stagger angle of 50 degrees at the 
mean-radius. This rotor was~~signed to investigate unsteady pressures, 
ii" 
forces, and moments with ~Qnzero steady fordes and IDQmehcts. The rotor: 
L I _"~_~'O ' ••••• ,-
was designed W':~ th free"-vortex loading, and the pr.-ofile, chord length, 
and span are identical ~o the zero steady lift rotor. 
i I '. 
For the studies involV'~hg [dis-torted flow, disturbance producing 
i; i, 
screens ar~ placed in the inlet which produce sinusoidal or square 
circumferential distortions wi4h amplitudescicf approximately 20 percent 
of the average axial velocity. These screens were constructed by 
'0 
fastening segments of screens with varying solidity to a heavier support 
L 
•• e , t 
I ['II II t ItL JJ 1&. •••.• , I • Ii • I • t'I ", . t 4Z ,,; 18 .. btXI •• ~.j~" L It¢ ............... 
. , 
'" 
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sc.reen ~,,:tth a slllnU solidity. rhe screens provide a C~\pf,\bility to cur.ry {C' 
i Ollt eXperiments Ilt reduced ftequancies from 0.27 to 2. /16, bused on 
a chord length o,f. six inches, and stagger angle of tl5 deg:ree$. 'l'he 
design and pet'rormance eva1ua cion of these distortion generat;illg $CreC;lIlS 
are presC;lnted in l~eference [4J. 
Instrumentation 
"""- ~
The gl!lneT.'al eXperimental appal'~H;uS for all the tests conducted in 
this study is sho'm in Figure 2. This figure 1.nc1.udes. a sketdl of the, 
tes t facility and a schell\atic of the iustnllnentatioll. 'I'he two axial 
locations wherC;l the U\~\j ority of flaw measurements wer.t';). \lll;lc\e al:'e referred 
to as Location 1-D and Loca tion. 15, \i'11io11 are located 0.137 blade 
ChOl:d lensths upstream of the rotor. Ilnd 0.82 ch().~·,d lengths dO'''llstreUtn 
~, :, { 
of therotort respec.tively. Fot' the series of tests c.onducted with the 
st~ltor blades located in the for'i'ard posit:i.o1\! 0.5 oho17tl lengths b.(~hind 
the rotor, the downst:t:'el;1m pl.'obe ~"as moved to a position dl~signnted US 
:r..oc~ltion l5-A, '''hith is located 0.40. Ch01;d lengths dm\'nstre~llll of tho. 
rotor. 
All of the flo,,, .field measurements ,,'e1'o. made with two fivo.-lmlo. 
probes olUp1oyeu in the l.10ll-null.lng; made. 'tho. five pressuresm(Hu~ured 
COW1\'lOtl.ents at each location or run cond:!.C;i,Oll •. '£he schemnt:i,c in Figure 2. 
(lnd tho :lutolUnt:lc controls \H?ud to conduct the various tos ta. 
All prossut:c menstll~elll(mts t\lere made with n\sil)gle di.ftet'ent:lnl 
pressure trtmsdUOl.fl.· thrQugh the use of a scanivalve." The· :.It\l\cisphf;ll~j.C 
, 
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reading from an open channel on the scanivalve corresponded to the 
transducer zero. At each location or run condition, the voltages 
representing the ten pressures from the two probes and the transducer zero"-,,, 
,,,ere 1:'ecOl:ded autolitat1cally on papel: tape. The data 1:'ecorded onpapel.' () , 
tape was then ,fed into i;ltl IU}!, 1130 Computing System for data redu~tj,on. 
In addition to the"pressure me~stn:ellu:mts, it \MS. necessary to measure 
the rotatj,o.~al speed of 'the rotor'll('~~n~entional 'system, employing a 
slotted~iisc rotatiilg with tl\e r,otdr, a light soul:ce, a photocell, and an 
electronic counter Jn~he data.acquisition srstem was used Eor this 
purpos.e. With si;-cty /:ilots ill the disc and a one-second s~l\llple pedod, 
the counter reading g~we the Rl?H of the rotot directly.and displayed it 
on the da ta log,ser,. 
Before concluding the sect:Lon on instrumentation, 'some additional 
1nfo1:'l11(ltion \\11.11 be given on the five:-hole probes sj,nce, they are the key 
compone11ts in the experimental system. The lJl:obes used in this' investigation 
t\lere calibrated in a !tno'''ll flow field by A. N. Yocum. Detailed information 
concerning the calibr{ttion procedure, the chut'ucteris tics of the calibration, 
, 
data, how' the calibration,Mltais ilpplied, and the ac.cur~lc.y of. the five-hole 
p'l"obesoppeors in Referenc.es [2J. and [5]. 
The probes emp~oyed in this study 'were cOllllltercially availableUnitetl 
Sensor five.::"hole pd.sl1l type probes. 'F'ive.:-hole probes wereseJ.ected £01; the. 
lllellSllrQlll~uts because they enable ,the. total piesBure, ,statiC prl:!s!.H,tt'e,' und 
axial, c:i.l.'culIIfer1m til.ll, mit! ~adiril COmpQllents of. velocity to be detal,'mined. 
'thege.omet1;Y of the ,.prism type. pl,'obes arret.'s; easyinsercion und lllou~lting 
.' 
f, of. the pt:obe in the" AFJ.hl'. An enlarged sketch of the sensing element 
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The five-hole probes employed in the experimental program were used 
irt a non-nulling mode, which means that they had a fixed orientation 
with respect, to the casing during the tests. This means that relationships 
,must be determined between the measured pressures at the five holes 
and the true, local toJ,al and static pressure or velocity. These~l'esired 
"-.....1 
rela~~onships are usually expressed as dimensionless pressure coefficients, 
which are functions of the flow angularity. 
The two flow angles and the true total and static pressures are 
calculated from the five pressures measured from the probe through the use 
of a detailed calibration. With this information known, when the 
probe is placed in an unknown flow, 'the yaw and pitch angles of the 
unknpwn flow can be determined through the use of the calibration data. 
After the two angles are known, the total and static pressure coefficients 
are interpolated from the calibration data and the two pressures can then 
be calculated. ,The velocity is calculated with the Bernoulli equation and 
then resolved into its axial, circumferential, and radial components 
using the known flow angles. 
The accuracy of the measurements made with the five-hole probes was 
checked by comparing the results with data obtained using other types 
of instrumentation in Reference [2]. In the absence of the rotor, static 
presSl,lre gradients do not exist far downstream of the distortion prodUCing 
screen. Circumferential surveys of the flow in the AFRF can be conducted 
using a Kiel probe to measure total pressure and a wall tap in the casing 
to measure static pressure. The velocity measured in this manner was 
compared wi th data obtained \vith the five-hole probes. The agreement was 
found to be very good, which demonstrated the validity of the five-hole 
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the running conditi~n was set, the pressure sensed by the tola1l tap located 
near the entrance ()f the AFRF was recorded. This pressure was later 
correlated with the velocity at the mean radius as measured by the upstream 
five-hole probe and could be used in subsequent tests for ~etting the 
velocity. 
The next and most important series of tests measured the distorted flmv 
fields upstream and downstream of the operating rotor. In order to 
describe the method used for setting the velocity for this series of tests, 
it is necessary to descrihe the method used by Yocum for making measurements 
of the distortion produced qy the screens in the absence ·of the rotor 
(Refere~ce [2]). For the tests conducted without the rotor installed, the 
velocity was set. by using the probe and the t..ral1 tap .at location I-D 
to indicate the dynamic ,pressure of the flow. This method of setting the 
velocity is valid since the flow will be approximately axial and no radial 
static pressure gradient t.rill exist tlTithout the rotor installed. To set 
the mean velocitY,cin the circumferentially varying flow, a maximum or minimum 
velocity point was first located. The velocity was then adjust~d to the 
':r 
desired mean velocity assuming there was a 20 percent variation. After 
the veloci ty 'lTasset, the pl:'essure sensed by the inlet wall tap tvas 
recorded. so it could be used to set the velocity in the tests t"hen the 
rotor was installed. For ·the distortion measurements made tvith the 
rotor operating, circumferential surveys of the flow field t"ere. made 
with' the outer casing surrounding the test section rotated at two degree 
increments. The velocity was set by using the inlet static pt;essurc. tlTall, 
tap. By duplicating the. previously measured pressure for a particular 
screen, the mean veloci,ty calculated in the data reduction program t.ras 
assumed to exist. The desired value of mean incidence or blade loading 
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The results from all the tests are presented in Appendices A through 
G. Appendix A contains the steady performance data of the six-bbded 
uncambered rotor and the nine-bladed cambered rotor. Also contained in 
Appendix A is a brief descr~ption of the performance parameters used. 
The remaining appendices, Appendices B through G, document all of 
the 'distortion measurements which were made using the t,,,o test rotor. 
Each appendix contains the results for one type of distortion. 'Included 
at the beginning of ea.ch appendix is a table which lists the run conditions 
for each test and the numbers of the figures containing the data fat" a 
particular test. There fire six figures for each set of data; these 
fisttres show' the dimensionless axial, circumferential, and radial \Telocity 
components, the dimensionless tot~ll and static pressures, and the local 
rIm" inCidence plotted \Tersus circumferential location both t)pstl."eam and 
do~vnstream of the rotor. The same order of presentation of the data is 
followed in each Append;bc. First, the six-bladed rotor data is presented. 
This is :follmved by the nine-bladed rotor data taken at the mean radius 
for <.1 rotor-stator spacing of 2.0 chord lengths. Next, the nine-bladed 
data at the mean radius for a t"otor-stator spacing of 0.5 chord lengths 
is presented. Finally, the nine-bladed rotor data meaSllred at the 
four radii 0 ther than the meanrad:tus is sho~~n in the following orde'r: 
l:adills=/ •• 58 inches (11.64 cm), radius=3.67 inches (9.31 em), radius=1.83 
inches (4.66 em), and radius=0.92 inches (2.33 em) from the surface of"tJu'l 
inn.er hub. It should be noted that the six.,.blnded rotor was only tested 
irt thet:ollr- and six-cycle sinuSQidal distot:'tiollS, and the 'radial or spanwise 
variations of the ,flo~\T field using the nine-bladed r()tor \vere only tested 
ill the ttyO- and four-cycle sinusoidal distol."'tions. The square distortions 
~vereused for all the tests. 
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aX'i~l ve~locity n t loc,·lt:io\l 1-0. l'h:ls veloc! t:y '''totS cOlmd to be 1II0re 
c'onvGnient than. the l'OtOl: speed hecuU.lse :i.t: en~\blecl the S~\me sC[lles to be 
nver~lse operating lHtl.'mneters are showll at the top of each figure. nnd 
the a"eroge ."ial .el0cit)' used ro,· normali.inS the data "as ealelll.ted 
as then Ul"ithmetic ave.rage of the data ,trOllt the lSO circlHnfe.t'Emtbl 
mGusurellle.nt ;Locutions. l'he preSsUl.'e l'ise c.oeffic.ients p17inte.d at 
1:1\. top at tho distortion ~i8"r.s aro M"",.li.ed Itl' ~,,; in Ot.ct." to 
.. 'nvg 
b. consist.nt ,nth the rna n\le ,. in which tho distortiou data are nor'",1:( •• d. 
This diUers trom the stendy porto"","neo pt·.ssur. ris. aoo:('Uc;tant whiCh is 
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Ro tOl,' to !nl~ t ~"lo\~ Dis tot-tiona, II Has ten.' of Sc:i.ence Thesis) 
1918. 
(2) YoCUU\~ A. ~t., "The Effec.t:s of 1)esign {,l\ul Operating \¥~.\ri~lbl.es on the 
of Science Thesis, Department of: l-fechanicnl El'lsineer~h\~h l'1\e 
llc,mnsylvnnia State Universit:}"'~ 1978 (A1U. ~t'eclmi'-'u1 HUUlOl.'{llldllUl is-liS). 
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) . Appendix A 
1--' 
'Steady "Perfermance of the Six-Bladed and Nine-Bladed Ratars i .. 
Presented in this appendix are the data describing the perfarmance 
efl.the six-bladed uncambered ratar and the nine··;bladed cambered rater 
I .. I 
ePf?-rat;i.ng ,,,lth unifarm inlet flc,,,. ; All .of the' data' are fram measurements 




measurements were made. For canvenience in applying the data ta variaus' 
ln~thods .of analysis, the data are presented in three different farms . 
• ,1 " 
j " \:.,c: 
The perfarmance characteristics are presented far the six-bladed ratar .J 
i . 
canfigur.;ttians ,.ith the three different stagger angles and far the-.:-J 
nine-bladed ,!;atar ,dth a fixed stagger angle. 
1-'-.. - '. ..1 
Figures A.l and A.2 ~re typicalpl.ot~ .of laading .caefficient .or 
i 
pr¢ssure rise caefficient versus flm" coefficient for the six-bladed and 
i C=-=-.~t 
nine-'bladed rotors, respectively. The pressure, rise caefficient is defined~:=:; 
1 2 in the figure as the rise in total press,}lre narmalized by 2PU 
The amallnt .of 8,,,irl put into the flow by the rotar is another useful 
, 
",., !, 1 ,c " 
peffdrmancel parameter which is often required in an analysis. The 
! r ~ 
dijn'etisionless circumferential component .of velocity dOl.nstream .of the 
! 
J,:,a~&~ is plotted as a fun~tion of flow caefficient in Figures A.3 and A-oc.4 
for the six-bladed and nine-bladed rotors, respectively. 
:\!c-::-~ , - , 
p-- J 
The next three figures present the ideal and actual tatal pressure 
risecaelficients and the l.oss caefficient as a functian .of incidence 
1· a~gl~ for the six-bladed rotar.Figures A.5, A.6, and A.7 are the data If: ! 
fet ~he 35°, 45°, .and 55° stagger angles, respectively. Finally,l 
.Figui:je A.S present the ideal and actual tatal pressure rise caefficients 
and the. loss caefficient versus incidence angle far the nine-bladed 







,',tI/'" <', ~, 'i; 
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about the losses~throu&h "t~)e rotor. c'rhe'''':ideal toblI press-ure rise 113 
" ,:1 
determined ff'om the switl in the flo,," bY'usin!l Eul~r-'$--pump equation: 
1 1--- _ , 




The' actunl pressure rise coefficient, 1/1, which ,,,as previously presented, ! 
',I 
(A.}) 
Cl is determi,ned from the measured total pressure. __ '.the total pressure losses 
r----= 
can then be determined by calculating the differenc.e het\veen tl1e ideal 
,-_._-- ~:.-, 
and actual coeffic.;t,e~ts: 
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Data for theOne-Cycle Sinusoidal Distortion 
':-. ---~ 
\" Table B.l 
Test Conditions-f.or theOn~-Cycle Sinusoidal Distortio~ 
Figure Numbers Solidity 




1.11 12 in. (30.48cm) -
'2. 7.5 in. (6. 985cm). 
1.11 12 in. 2.75 in. 
:"1 
1.11 12 in. 2.75 in. 
1.11 3 in. (7 .~2cm) 2.75,in. 
1.11 
.!3' in. 2.75 in. 
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Table 13.1 (con't) 
tJ 
Test Conditions for the One-Cycle Sinusoidal Distortion 
Figure No. of Stagger Vx VXavgexit RP11 ·Average Average Numbers Blades Angle .avgin1et tp 1 2 (ft/sec) (ft/sec) I!JPT/2?Vx (degrees) 
-avg 
B;;t-B.6 9 50 66.77 64 • .23 . _1525 0.647 1.104 
B.7~B.12 9 50 66 .• 98 66.60 1699 0.583 1.775 
B.13;-B.i8 9 50 66.06 64.03 1837 0.532 2.444 
. B.19-B.24 9 50 66.41 66.75 1525 0.644 1.117 
" 13 • .25-13.30 , .. 9 50 66.34 65.24 1699 0.577 1.825, 
I 
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AVG. FLOW COEF. = 0.647 
RVG. P-RISE COEF. = 1,104 
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8 BLRDES AVG. FLON COEF. = 0.583 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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,' . Data for the Four-Cycle_SinusoidalDistortion 
. ~--" ._- -"- ---
Ta1:rIeD.l 
~; 
Test Conditions for the Four-Cycle 'Sinusoidal Distortion 
Figure Numbers Solidity Rotor/Stator -:Spac,ing Distqnce from 
HUb-'Surface. 
" 
D.l-D.6 0.74 2.75 in. (6.9f35cm) D.7-D.12 0.74 
0 2.75 in. 
D.13-D.18 0.74 2. 75, iIl!~ 
D.19-D.24 0.74 2.75 in. 
D.25-D.30 0.74 2.75 in. ! 
D.31-D.36 0.74 2.75 in. 
D.37-D.42 0.74 2.75 in. 
D.43-D.48 0.74 2.75 in. 
D.49-D.54 1.11 12 in. (30.48cm) 2.75 in. 
D.55-D.60 1.11 12 in. 2.75 in. 
D.61-D.66 1.11 12 in. 2.75 in. 
D.67-D.72 1.11 3 in. o . 62cm) 2.75 in. 
D.73-D.78 1.11 3 in. 2.75 in. 
D.79-D.84 1.11 3 in. 2'.75 in. 
D.85-D.90 0.90 12 in. 4 .. 58 in. (11. 64cm) D.91-D.102 
(9.3icm) 1.26 12 in. 3.67 in. -'--1 D.l03-D.108 1.45 12 in. 0.92 in. (2.33cm) 
I 
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Table D.l (can't) 
Test Conditions tor the Four-Cycle Sinusoidal Distortion 
Stagger 
'fIxavginlet V:x:avge-.t.:it RP11 Average AYerage Angle 
tfJ llP /1 v'f (ft/sec) (ft/sec) (degrees) 
T 2:P Xavg 
35 60.09 60.73 682 1.:303 0.023 
35 63.14 63.10 941 0.992 0.454 
35 65.27 65.29 1203 0.802 1.004-
45 64.93 64.54 975 0.985 0.014 
45 64.62 64.46 1293 0.739 0.660 
55 63.59 64.15 1392 0.675 0.093 
55 57.66 61.33 1622 0.526 0.848 
55 63.80 65.60 1913 0.493 1.732 
50 62 .• 53 62.52 1~92 0.620 1.281 
50 60.34- 57 .. 99 1663 0.536 2.248 
50 59.86 57.30 1798 (:;,0.492 2.951 
50 61.58 64.17 1492 0.610 1.356 
50 60.02 57.94- 1663 0.534 2.252 
50 59.50 58.18 1798 0.489 2.968 
50 60.08 60.29 1663 0.534- 2.313 
50 59.55 58.85 1663 0.529 2.321 
50 62 .• DB 60.77 1663 0.552 1.997 
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Data for the Six-Cycle Sinusoidal Distortion 
Table E.l 
Test Conditions for the Six-Cycle SinuSOidal Distortion 
Figure Numbers Solidity Rotor/Stator Spacing Distance from 
Hub Surface 
E.l-E.6 0.74 















E.49-E.54 1.11 12 in. (30.48cm) 2.75'in. 
E.55-E •. 60 1.11 12 in. 2.75 in. 
E.61-E.66 1.11 12 in. 2.75 in. 
E.67-E.72 1.11 3 in. ' (7.62cm) 2.75 in. 
E.73-E.78 1.11 3 in. 2.75 in. 
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Table E.1 (con't) 
Test Conditions for the Six-Cycle Sinusoidal Distortion 
Stagger Vxavgin1et VXavgexit RPM Average '. Average Angle 
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Appendix G 
Data for the 180 Degree Square Distortio!l 
Table G.l 
Test Conditions for the 180 Degree Square Distortion 
'7igure' Numbers Solidity Rotor/Stator Spacing Distancei.rom 
Hub Surface 
G.1-G.6 0.74 2.75 in. (6.985cm) 
G.7-G.12 - - 0.74 2:75 in. 
G.13-G.18 0.74 2.75 in. 
G.19-G.24 0.74 2.75 in. 
G.25-G.30 0.74 2.75 in. 
G.31-G.36 0.74 2.75 iri. 
G.37-G.42 0.74 2.75 in. 
G.43-G.48 0.74 2.75 in. 
G.49-G.54 loll 12 i~.(30.47cm) 2.75 in •. 
G.S5-G.60 1.11 12 in. 2.75 in. 
G.61-G.66 1.11 12 in. 2.7S in. 
G.67-G.72 1.11 3 in. 2.75 in. 
G.73-G.78 1.11 3 in. 2.75 in. 
G.79-G-.84 1.11 3 in. 2.75 in. 
G.BS-G.90 0.90 12 in. 4.58 in. (ll.64cm) 
G.91-G.96 0.99 12 in. 3.67 in. (9.3lcm) 
G.97-G.102 1.26 12 in. 1.83 in. (4~66cm) 
G.103-G.108 1.45 12 in. 0.92 in. (2.33cm) 
































;.. !,est Conditions for the 180 Degree Square Distortion (,' 
~'-.. r' 
I 
K F'igur~ No. of Stagger Vx:avgin1et VXavger.it RPM Average Average Average ~ f Humber8 Blades Angle (it/sec) (ft/sec) ¢ bP /1 :r,/ In.cidence (degrees) T 2fJ :Y.avg (degrees) 
G.1-G.6 6 35 65.35 64.,94 692 1.396 0.017 0 .. 80 
G.7-0.12 6 35 63.13 63.67 955 0.977 0.435 10.78 
G.13-G.18 6 35 66.66 67.17 1138 0.866 0.766 14.18 
r 0.19-0.24 6 45 63.61 63.28 989 0.951 0.054 1.57 ~ w 
\D 0.25-G.30 6 45 64.44 65.08 1328 0.717 0.755 9.41 I 
;. ~ 0.31-0.36 6 55 60.59 61.47 1412 0.634 0.148 2.18 
G.37-0.42 6 55 59.30 62.09 1646 0.533 0.801 6.47 
0.43-G .• 48 6 55 62.20 63.56 1941 0.474 1.794 9.35 
0.49-0.54 9 50 61.99 65.82 1515 0.605 1.295 2.56 
G.55-0.60 9 50 63.13 62.37 1688 0.553 2.011 4.79 
0.61-G.66 9 50 62.63 59.95 1825 0.507 2.679 6.85 
(}.67-0.72 9 50 ~2.09 66.75 1515 0.606 1.268 2.69 t-IfJ 
no G. 73-G. 78 9 50 66.10 64.98 1688 0.579 1.762 3.75 :::: !: 000 
w.n· 0.79-G.84 9 50 65.41 63.90 1825 0.530 2.356 5.94 (l) " -:::0 
a' G.85-G.90 9 50 60.46 60.12 1688 0.530 2.272 5.95 trJ t1 
0.91-0.96 9 50 66.51 65.68 1688 0.583 1.B07 3.66 .... \D 
-.,J 
G.97-G.102 9 50 60.24 59.98 1688 0.528 2.165 5.95 0> 
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RPM :: 692 
AVG. FLOW COEF. :: 1.396 
AVG. P-RISE COEF. :: 0.017 
AVG. INCIDENCE:: 0.80 DEG. 
1 .3 LOCATION lSi 
1 .2 
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10 October 1978 
LCB: jep 
6 BLADES AVG. FLON COEf. = 1.396 
35 DEC. STAGGER ANGLE AVG. P-RISE COEf. = 0.017 
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6 BLAO~~S 
35 DEO. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
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LCB:jep 
6 BLRDES 
35 DEC. STRGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM = 592 
RVG. FLOW COEF. = 1.396 
AVG. P-RIS~ COEF. = 0.017 
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6 Bl.ROES 
Q: t it. t 6 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
36 OEG. STRGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM, :: 692 
AVG. FLOW COEF. :: 1.396 
RVG. P-RISE COEF. :: 0.017 
RVG. INCIDENCE:: 0.80 DEG. 
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~445- 10 October 1978 
1.CU:jep 
6 BLRDES 
35 DEG- STRGGER RNGLE 
180 CEG. SQ. DISTORTION 





ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POoR QUALITY 
AVG. FLOW COEF~ ~ 1.396 
RVG. P~RlSE COEF. = 0.017 
ttVG-. INCIDENCE::: 0.80 DEG. 
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E $ . 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
6 BLADES AVG. FLOW COEF. = 0.977 
AVG. P-RISE GOEF. = 0.435 
AVG. INCIDENCE ~ 10.78 DEG. 
35 DEG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
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,-447-, 10 October 1978 
LCB:jep, 
Ii 6 BLADES'" AVG. FLOW COEF. = 0.977 
RVG. P-RISE COEF. = 0.435 
AVG. INCIDENCE = 10.78 DEG. 
Ii 35 DEG, STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
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-448- 10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
6 BLRDES 
35 DEC. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM :: 955 
RVG. FLOW COEF. = 0.977 
AVG. P-RISE COEF~ = 0;435 
RVG. INCIDENCE:: 10.78 DEG. 
0.3 LOCRTION 15 
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10 October 1978 
T ..CB:jep 
35 DEG. STRGGER RNGLE 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM :: 955 
RVG. FLOW COff. ~ 0.977 
RVG.Dp-RISE CDEf. =: 0.435 
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10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
6 BLADES RVG, FLOW COEF. = 0.977 
RVG. P-RISE COEf. = 0.435 
RVG, INCIDENCE = 10.78 DEG. 
35 DfG. STAGGER RNGLE 
180 OrG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM = 955 
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LCB :jep 
ORIGINAL PAGE 1:S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
6 BLADES AVG. FLON COEF. = 0.977 
35 DEC. STRGGER ANGLE AVG. P-RISE COEF. = 0.436 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION AVG. INCIDENCE = 10.78 DEC. 
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10 October 1978 
T~c'B:jep 6 BLADES 
35 DEC. STAGGER ANGLf 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM::: 1138 
AVG. FLOW COEF. = 0.866 
AVG. P-RI6E COfF. ;:: 0.766 
AVG. INCIDENCE;:: 14.18 OFG-. 
1 .3 LOCATION 15 
1 .2 .\ .!. .' .. 
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-4.53- 10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
35 DEG·. 'STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM ='''1138 
AVG. fLOW COff. = 0.866 
AVG. P-RISf COff. = 0.766 
AVG. INCIDENCf. = 14.18 DFG. 
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6 Bl~ADFS 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
35 DEC. STAGGER ANGLF 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM:: 1138 
AVG. FLOW COEf. :: 0.866 
AVG. P-RISF COfF. :: 0.766 
AVG. INCIDENCE:: 14.18 DEG. 
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Len :jcp 
6 BLADES 
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6 BLADES 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
35 orc, STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DfG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM = 1138 
AVG. FLOW COEF. = 0.866 
AVG. P-RISE COEf. = 0.766 
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CIRCUMFERENTIRL LOCATION (DEC.) 
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10 Octobet" 1978 
LCl3:jep 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OJi' POOR QUALITY 
AVG. FLOW COfF. :: 0.866 
RVG. P-RISf COfF. = 0.766 
A V G. INC lOr: NeE :: 1 4 . 1 8 0 r: G . 
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-458- 10 October 1978 
LCH:jep 
6 BLADES 
45 DEG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM :: 889 
AVG. rLO~~ COEF. :: 0.9~31 
AVG. P-RISE COEF. :: 0.054 
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•• • 4t $ 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
6 BLRDES RVG. fLOW COEF. = 0.951 
AVG. P-RISE COEF. = 0.054 
RVG. INCIDENCE ~ 1.57 DEC. 
45 DEG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 OEG, SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM = 889 
0.5 LOCATION 15 
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10 October 1978 
.. LCB:jep 
45 DEC. STAGGER RNGLE 
ISO DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM = 989 
AVG. FLON COEF. ::: 0.951 
AVG. P-RISE COEF. ::: 0.054 
AVG. INCIDENCE::: 1.57 DEG. 
0.3 LOCATION 15 
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,,' 45 DEC. STRGGER RNGLE 
180 DEC. SQ~ DJSTORTION 
RPM :: 989' 
, $. £ 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
RVG~ FLOW COEF. = 0.951 
AVG. P-RISE COEF. = 0.054 
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6 BLADES 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
46 DEG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM :;; 889 
AVG. FLOW COEf. :;; 0.951 
AVG. P-RISE COEf", = 0.054 
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-463- 10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
45 DEG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM ::; 989 
AVG. FLOW COEr. ::;,.0.951 
BVG. P-RISE COEF. ~ 0.054 
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10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
A5 OEG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM:: 1328 
AVG. FLOW COEF. :: 0.717 
PVG. P-RISE COEF. :: 0.765 
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10 October 1978 
LCB: jep 
45 OEG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM = 1328 
AVG. FLOH COEF. = 0.717 
AVG. P-RISE COEF. = 0.755 
AVG. I NC I DENCE = 9 .41 DEC. 
0.5 LOCATION 15 
0.4 
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6 BLADES 
• it. 2 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
45 DEC. STAGGER ANGLE 
160 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM = 1328 
AVG. FLOW COEf. = 0.'17 
AVG. P-RISE COEF. ~ 0.756 
AVG. INCIDENCE = 9.41 DEC. 
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45 DEC. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEC. SQ, DISTORTION 
RPN .:: 1328 
10 OCtober 1978 
LCB:jep 
AVG. FLOW COff. = O.71~ 
AVG. P-RlSE COEfR ~ 0.'65 
AVG. INCIDENCE ~ 9.41 DEC. 
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-468- 10 October 1978 
LeB :jep 
6 BLADES AVG. FLOW COEf. ~ 0.71' 
AVG. P-RISE COEf. :: 0.755 
AVG. INCIDENCE:: 9.41 DEC. 
45 DEC. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEC. S~. DISTORTION 
RPM:: 1328 
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LCB:jep 
6 BLRDES 
45 DEC. STAGGER RNGLE 
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AVG. P-RISE COEF. = 0.755 
RVG. INCIDENCE:: 9.41 DEC. 
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LCB:jep 
6 BLADES AVG. FLON COff. ~ 0.634 
AVG. P-~ISf' (Off, ~ 0-148 55 D~G. STAGGER ANGLf 180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM:: 1412 
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6 BLADFS 
M· . " L 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
55 DEC. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM:: 1412 
AVG. FLON COff. = 0.634 
AVG. P-RISE COff. = 0.148 
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6 BLADES 
10 October 1978 
LeB :jep 
55 DEG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM:: 1412 
AVG. FLOW COE~. = 0.634 
RVG:. P-RISE COEF: :: 0.148 
AVG. INCIOFNCE ::: 2.18 DFG. 
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-473- 10 October 1978 " j 
LCB:jep 1 
6 BLADeS AVG. FLOW COff. :: 0.634 
AVG. P-RISE [Off. = b.148 
AVG: INCIDENCE:: 2.18 DEC. 
55 DEC. STAGGfR ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
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6 BLADES 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
55 DFG. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEG. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM::: 1412 
AVG. FLGW COfF. = 0.634 
AVG. P-RISE COff. = 0.148 
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Figure G.35 
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65 DEC. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM::. 1412 
30.0 
10 October 1978 
LCB:jep 
AVG. FLON COfF. ::. 0.634 
AVG. P-RISE COEF. ::. 0.148 
AVG. INCIDENCE::. 2.18 DEC. 
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LCB:jep 
6 BLADES 
55 DEC. STAGGER ANGLE 
180 DEC. SQ. DISTORTION 
RPM::: 1646 
AVG. FLOW COE~. ~ 0.533 
AVG. P-RISE COE~. ::: 0.801 
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